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YOUR OWN HOTEL

Famous for its warm hospitality Maritina Hotel is situated in the center of Kos town
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OUR STORY


Maritina Hotel is a family business that was constructed in 1977 and started the operation in 1980. It was the vision of Irene and Manolis, who had just returned from their long and difficult ten-year journey to Congo of Africa and was one of the first hotels on the island of Kos. The hotel is characterised by its customers that repeatedly prefer to stay there, its stable staff that is always there to welcome you, and its warm family atmosphere. 
view more











Why choose hotel MARITINA


  Known for its traditional hospitality, cleanliness and service
 
 
   At the heart of the city of Kos
 
 
   Fully renovated
 
 
   Open all year round
 
 
 
 
After your first stay is becomes your OWN hotel!










HOTEL FACILITIES


We have something to offer for your every moment.
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Guest services


Feel at home.Your own Maritina, has 81 rooms, is open all year round, and is constantly renovated to suit the needs of even the most demanding visitor. It has a swimming pool, fast and free Internet in all its areas, central air conditioning, meeting room, TV-Room, snack bar, special meeting...
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Roof Garden


Enjoy sunsets and urban views with classic cocktails on our rooftop. Relax your body by the pool, where you can also enjoy your spa-hydromassage. Taste local recipes, made by local products or enjoy the sun on the comfortable sofas. On the rooftop pool bar of Maritina hotel you are invited to spoil...
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Breakfast


At breakfast you will find an excellent variety of products, with an emphasis on locally produced flavors and recipes. Maritina is one of the first hotels to serve the "Greek breakfast".
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Conference Room


Meeting Room with a capacity of 80 seats, fully equipped with audiovisual media (video projector, microphone, flipchart, panel, etc.). The meeting room can be configured according to the needs in various layouts and it is ideal for sampling products.
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Cafe | Bar | Restaurant


There is also the central cafe-bar for those who want to enjoy their coffee or lunch, overlooking the archaeological monuments than surround the hotel, among the locals.
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Lobby Lounge


The reception area is open 24 hours a day and is always at your disposal for anything you need.









Accommodation in Kos island


With a modern, ergonomic design that carries the warmth of your bedroom.
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Twin or Double Room



SIZE 18m² (193sq. ft)| 2 GUESTS
1 DOYBLE BED OR 2 TWINS BEDS
PRIVATE BALCONY OR TERRACE











Book now
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Triple Room



SIZE 30m² (322sq. ft)| 3 GUESTS
1 DOUBLE BED & 1 SINGLE BED
PRIVATE BALCONY OR TERRACE











Book now
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Quadruple Room



SIZE 30m² (322sq. ft)| 4 GUESTS
1 DOUBLE BED & 1 SOFA BED
PRIVATE BALCONY OR TERRACE
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Single room



SIZE 14m² (150sq. ft)| 1 GUEST
1 SINGLE BED
PRIVATE BALCONY OR TERRACE
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OUR STAFF


A hotel's true pride lies into its staff's merit.

Our employees are our most valuable partners, they are the ones who transmit our basic philosophy that every visitor is unique.










AFFILIATES
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Triton Hotel was built in 2004 and is one of the most respected hotels on the coastal road of Kos town. The boutique hotel TRITON, is located in an excellent location, in front of the sea and next to the park of the Metropolis, within walking distance of both the shopping center of Kos and important archeological monuments.
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Avanti restaurant is famous for its excellent quality in Italian-Mediterranean cuisine as well as for its fresh and excellent quality ingredients. It is located in a spacious modern landscaped area, with magnificent sea views. It is open all day and is ideal for coffee, cocktails, dessert, or a pleasant meal, lunch or dinner. It is no coincidence that this restaurant is always first in the tastes of the locals.
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Request
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Contact us
Maritina Hotel
Hotel in Kos island
Address
19 L. Vironos & E. Venizelou Street - 85300 Kos - Greece
Reservations
Tel.  +30 22420 23511 - 3, 23241-2, 25701-3, 27501-3 Fax +30 22420 26124 info@maritina.gr



HBRN: 1143Κ012Α0425200
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